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Context
Text generation has witnessed impressive progress with recent developments of Deep Learning (DL)
methods. DL language models initially based on Recurrent Neural Networks and more recently on
transformer architectures can be trained on huge quantities of data and then be used for generating
high quality text, conditioned on some initial input. These systems currently achieve impressing
results in different text generating tasks including free text generation (Radford et al. 2018, Raffel et
al. 2020), abstractive summarization (Scialom et al 2020), or semi structured text generation (Bien et
al. 2020).

Data to text and text to data
Knowledge sources are often encoded into structured format such as indexes, tables, triplets,
ontologies, knowledge bases, or even raw numerical data. These data are easily readable by
machines, but hardly interpretable by humans. On the opposite, textual information, easily
accessible to humans is often complex to exploit by machines. A key challenge and an emerging field
in machine learning and natural language processing, is the transcription of structured data to text
and the inverse problem of transforming raw text into structured data.
The former problem is called data‐to text generation and it occurs in several applications like
journalism, medical diagnosis, financial reports, sport broadcasts, dialogue oriented tasks ‐
generating responses, summarization. It may also be a component of explainable AI systems where
by allowing humans to interact with machines. Data can come in different formats such as tables,
graphs, etc. The RotoWire task for example consists in generating NBA game summaries from tables
providing the game statistics (Figure 1).

Figure 1: example from the Rotowire Corpus (Wiseman et al. 2017). Given the game statistics (left),
the objective is to generate a textual summary (right).

As a second example, the WebNLG challenge (Fereira et al. 2020) consists in transcribing knowledge
graphs composed of RDF triplets to text and vice versa (Figure 2).

Figure 2: example from the WebNLG corpus (figure from (Kale 2020)). On the left a graph structure,
on the right top its serialization as a set of RDF triples, on the right bottom, a possible associated text.
The latter problem is known as semantic parsing and comes in different instantiations like
information retrieval, reasoning over the structured data (table or graph), generating symbolic
queries (e.g. SQL) from text which may be used for example in dialog systems when the answer to a
user requires querying a database, or generating abstract meaning representations (Belavicqua
2021). The 2020 edition of the WebNLG challenge (Figure 2) addressed the two tasks of data to text
and semantic parsing.

PhD objective
Recent progress has been made for data to text tasks through the use of recent transformers
(Agarwal et al. 2020, Kale et al. 2020, Guo et al. 2020) or recurrent sequence to sequence models
(Rebuffel et al. 2020). Neural methods trained end to end achieve state of the art performance for
different D2T tasks. They however suffer from different pitfalls, like data scarcity (small size
annotated corpora), hallucinations (generation of linguistic but non‐factual sentences), low coverage
of table evidence. They are still restricted to tasks of low complexity. For the dual task of text to data
generation, state of the art still relies on complex pipelines integrating different components and
sequence‐to‐sequence models still lag behind the best models. Tasks are also of limited complexity.
The research will explore new paradigms for the dual tasks of data to text and text to data
generation such as:


Learning from unaligned corpora

Most current methods require learning from parallel corpora, where data and text are fully aligned
and correspond closely one to the other. Besides limiting the amount of training data, this does not
correspond to real world applications where strict alignment is seldom available. A first line of
research will be the development of new unsupervised frameworks allowing training from unaligned
data‐text corpora. A related topic to be explored is transfer learning: how general knowledge from
models trained in an unsupervised way on large corpora could be adapted to Data2Text and
Text2Data.


Learning from diverse sources

Current benchmarks focus on learning mappings from a unique structured data format to text. In
practice data will be collected from different sources encoded through a diversity of structured
formats and textual realizations. This requires rethinking the current data to text settings and a
second direction will explore new formalisms for learning such multiple correspondences.


Controlled text and data generation

Current research mainly focuses on the cases where there is a bijective correspondence between the
data and text. A more general task as illustrated in (Wiseman et al. 2017), is to summarize
information along different aspects of the data. This will allow for example to explain some specific
information present in the data or to extract specific information from text. This requires acquiring
the knowledge of the aspects and then performs controlled data or text generation. This has been
for now explored in limited settings such as controlling the tone, tense, length. We will explore how
to control generation according to different aspects and user needs.
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